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SUMMARY Transient lower oesophageal sphincter relaxation (LOSR) is the major mechanism
underlying gastro-oesophageal reflux. The mediation and control of LOSRs are incompletely
understood but evidence suggests a neural inhibitory mechanism. In this study we have evaluated the
effect of gastric distension on LOS function in 16 patients with untreated idiopathic achalasia and
compared it with that in 10 healthy controls. With the subjects sitting, the stomach was distended
with a liquid mixture that generated 750 ml CO2. Oesophageal pH and motility were monitored for
10 minutes before and after distension. In normal controls, gastric distension induced a four-fold
increase in the rate of LOSRs and gas reflux episodes (as evidenced by oesophageal common
cavities), whereas this response was absent in the achalasia patients. Basal LOS pressure did not
change in either group. These findings are consistent with the notion that transient LOSRs induced
by gastric distension are neurally mediated, probably by the same inhibitory nerves that govern
swallow mediated LOS relaxation.

Over recent years, a substantial body of evidence has
accumulated indicating that the major mechanism
underlying gastro-oesophageal reflux (GOR) is
transient lower oesophageal sphincter relaxation
(LOSR). " The mechanisms underlying LOSRs have
yet to be completely defined. Gastric distension,
however, is a potent stimulus' and we have recently
shown that LOSR is also the mechanism by which gas
is vented from the stomach during belching induced
by gaseous gastric distension.3 7 The rapid onset
and brief time course of LOSRs, and their abolition
by cervical vagal cooling,8 sleep,' and general
anaesthesia' imply neural mediation. In idiopathic
achalasia, available evidence indicates that the
inhibitory neural pathways to the LOS are impaired
or absent resulting in incomplete or absent LOS
relaxation with swallowing.'(4 If these inhibitory
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pathways also mediate LOSRs induced by gastric
distension, this response would be expected to be
absent in such patients. Our aim in this study was to
evaluate the LOS response to gaseous gastric distension in patients with untreated idiopathic achalasia.
Methods
SUBJECTS

Studies were done on 16 patients (11 men, five
women) aged from 16 to 80 years (mean 50), with
untreated idiopathic achalasia. These patients
were referred for investigation and treatment of
dysphagia. Radiological examination uniformly
showed absent peristalsis in the thoracic oesophagus,
failure of the LOS segment to open normally, and
varying degrees of oesophageal dilation. All patients
had upper gastrointestinal endoscopy and in none
was there evidence of tumour at the gastrooesophageal junction. Seven of the patients had
retained food or secretions in the oesophagus.
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Oesophageal manometry showed absent peristalsis
in the distal two-thirds or more of the oesophagus and
absent or incomplete LOS relaxation to water
swallows. Ten healthy asymptomatic volunteers
(eight men, two women) aged 18 to 34 years (mean
23) served as controls. All subjects gave written
informed consent and the protocol was approved by
the Ethical Review Committees of the Flinders
Medical Centre and the Marshfield Clinic.
OESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY AND pH
RECORDINGS

Manometric recordings were made using an eight
lumen assembly that incorporated a sleeve sensor at
its distal end. The sleeve monitored LOS pressure.
Side holes monitored pressure in the stomach, and in
the oesophageal body at 3, 7, 11, and 15 cm above the
LOS. A side hole situated in the pharynx monitored
swallows. The gastric, LOS, and oesophageal lumens
were perfused with distilled water at 0.5 ml/min and
the pharyngeal lumen at 0 13 ml/min by a pneumohydraulic capillary perfusion pump. Pressures were
sensed by external transducers. Oesophageal pH was
monitored with a miniature pH electrode positioned
5 cm above the LOS. The performance and calibration of the electrode were checked in buffers of pH 4
and 7 before and after each experiment. Signals from
the pressure transducers and pH meter were
recorded on an eight channel chart recorder.
PROTOCOL

Subjects were studied after an overnight fast. No
attempt was made to remove any food or secretions
that may have been retained within the oesophagus.
Before intubation, they were instructed how to
distinguish between urge for and occurrence of
belching (oesophago-pharyngeal gas reflux). After
intubation, the subjects rested supine for 10 minutes
to accommodate to the presence of the manometric
assembly and pH electrode. They then sat up, with
their legs over the side of the bed and feet resting on
the floor. Spontaneous patterns of motility and pH
were recorded in two consecutive 10 minute periods
before and after gastric distension. At the end of each
study the baselines of each manometric channel were
determined with the perfusion running both with the
catheter horizontal and hanging vertically. This procedure allowed for accurate comparison of pressures
among different channels in the two body positions.
The stomach was distended with 750 ml CO2
generated intragastrically by a two component liquid
mixture (Field's Negative C, Field Group Chemicals,
Sydney, NSW). The first component was an alkali
metal bicarbonate mixture (pH 7.7), and the second
component a food grade acid solution (pH 2.0).
Fifteen millilitres of each component was instilled

directly into the stomach through the central core of
the manometric assembly to generate 750 ml CO2
within 10 seconds. After effervescence has stopped,
the combined solutions had a pH of 3.3. Additionally, 2 ml of a surfactant agent (Bubble-breaker,
Field Group Chemicals) was added to the first
component to minimise foaming.
DATA ANALYSIS

Tracings were analysed for evidence of gas GOR, for
the motor events associated with gas GOR, and for
the presence of transient LOSRs. Oesophageal
common cavities were used as indicators of gas
GOR. These were defined as abrupt simultaneous
rises of basal oesophageal pressure to intragastric
pressure in at least the lower two oesophageal
recording sites. This pattern of pressure change
has been identified previously in normal subjects
and animals and accepted as a marker of gastrooesophageal gas flow.7 15 16
The abrupt onset of these events served as the
reference point for analysis of pH and motor events
related to gas GOR. Oesophageal pH changes associated with each common cavity were determined by
comparing pH values 5 s before and after the onset of
the common cavity. The tracings were also scanned
for the presence of transient LOSRs. These were
defined as abrupt (within 5 s) falls in LOS pressure to
a level 4 mmHg or less above intragastric pressure for
at least 5 s.2 End expiratory basal LOS pressure was
referenced to intragastric pressure and derived as a
one minute visual mean for each minute of the
observation periods.
Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney U-test for paired and unpaired values. A p
value of <0 05 was accepted as indicating statistical
significance. Data in the text are expressed as mean
(SD) unless stated otherwise.
Results
NORMAL SUBJECTS

In the basal state, normal subjects exhibited a low
rate of transient LOSRs and common cavities.
Gaseous gastric distension induced a prompt and
four-fold increase in the rate of both these events
(Figs 1, 2). The response was evident within the first
minute after the onset of distension and was maintained throughout the distension period although
74% of the transient LOSRs and common cavities
occurred within the first five minutes. The onset of all
common cavities occurred during transient LOSRs.
As well as increasing the rate of transient LOSRs,
gastric distension also increased significantly the
proportion of LOSRs associated with gas GOR from
34% to 94% (X2=20-5 p<0-01).
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Fig. 1 Recording ofoesophageal and gastric motility from thefirstfour minutes after gaseous gastric distension with 750 ml
CO2 in a normal subject. The horizontal dashed line indicates intragastric pressure. The arrowheads indicate the timing of
swallows. Three episodes of gas reflux as evidence by oesophageal common cavities (vertical dotted lines) have occurred
during transient LOS relaxation. LOS - lower oesophageal sphincter.

The urge to belch was indicated on 10 occasions
before distension and on 59 occasions afterwards.
Belching was observed on two occasions, both after
gastric distension. The majority (83%) of belch urges
occurred at the onset of or during a common cavity.
Belch urge was always associated with the extension
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of the common cavity as far as the two most proximal
oesophageal recording sites and was not experienced
if the common cavity was limited to the distal two
sites. Such limitation occurred only in the setting of
gas GOR during a normal peristaltic sequence in
which the oncoming peristaltic contraction prevented
further upward flow of the refluxed gas. Resting
oesophageal pH ranged between 5-2 and 6 8 pH
units. A small drop in oesophageal pH occurred with
the majority (83%) of the common cavities, the
median change being -0-5 pH units (range -2-6+0.2 pH units).
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Fig. 2 Pooled data showing the effect of gaseous gastric
distension on the rate of transient LOS relaxation and
oesophageal common cavities. Data are expressed as median
values (range). *p<0.05 v pre, **p<0.01 v control.

In sharp contrast to the response in normal subjects,
only one transient LOSR occurred in the achalasia
patients in the basal state and none during gastric
distension (Figs 1, 3). No common cavities were
observed. Belch urge was indicated by six of the
patients on 75 occasions (24 before and 51 after
distension) 51 of these occurring in only two patients.
Belching occurred on 38 occasions (nine before and
30 after distension) one of these being associated with
the single LOSR. Resting pH ranged between 4-5
and 6-5. No sudden changes in pH were observed.
BASAL LOS PRESSURE

Basal LOS pressure in the achalasia patients, 33-9
(7.5) mmHg was significantly greater than that in the
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Fig. 3 Recording of oeso1phlageal and gastric motility from thefirstfour minutes after gaseous gastric distension with 750 ml
CO2 in an aclialasia patient. The liorizontal dashled line indicates intragastric pressure. The arrowl/eards indic.ate the timing of
swallows. Neither LOS relaxations nortgas reflux (as evidenced by oesoplhdgeal common cavities) have occur-red. LOS - lower
oesop/hageal sphincter.

normal subjects, 16-0 (5.4) mmHg (p< 0.01), and did
not alter significantly in either group after gastric
distension. Modest and similar increases in intragastric pressure of between 2 to 5 mmHg occurred
after gastric distension in both normal subjects and
the achalasia patients.
Discussion
In this study we examined the ability of gastric
distension to induce transient LOSRs in patients with
idiopathic achalasia. Such patients represent a
human model of partial oesophageal denervation in
which the major defect lies in the inhibitory innervation to the LOS. '1 14 Our major finding was that
achalasia patients, in sharp contrast with normal subjects, exhibited virtually no transient LOSRs basally
and none in response to gastric distension.
Several lines of evidence suggest that LOSRs are
neurally mediated. Transient LOSRs have an abrupt
onset and brief time course, lasting from five to 30
seconds.' Moreover, they are abolished by cooling of
the cervical vagosympathetic trunks,' and general
anaesthesia.` In normal subjects, gastric distension is
a potent stimulus for LOSRs.67 We have proposed
that this response may be mediated by a vago-vagal
reflex triggered by mechanoreceptors in the gastric
wall.6 The virtual absence of transient LOSRs in
achalasia patients is consistent with the impaired

LOS relaxation present in these patients and provides additional support for the notion that transient
LOSRs are neurally mediated.
In normal subjects we observed a close association
between belch urge and gas GOR sufficient to cause
extension of the common cavity to the proximal
oesophagus. This observation would suggest that
belch urge results from distension of the proximal
oesophageal body. Despite the absence of common
cavities in the achalasia patients, some of the patients
experienced belch urge. The reason for this is not
clear. It is possible that common cavities may have
been masked in some patients by increased intraoesophageal pressure. In addition, the oesophageal
dilatation present in some could provide a greater
capacitance to receive any refluxed gas thereby
potentially reducing or blunting the abrupt rise in
oesophageal pressure that characterises common
cavities in normal subjects. The virtual lack of any
transient LOSRs, however, provides strong supportive evidence for the failure of gas GOR. A recent
study has shown that in the absence of straining,
reflux occurs only when LOS pressure approaches
undetectable levels.'7 Except during the one transient
LOSR, such pressures were never recorded in our
achalasia patients. A more likely explanation for the
experience of belch urge in some of the achalasia
patients is that it results from the perception of
oesophageal distension by swallowed air or secre-
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tions that have been retained in the oesophageal
body. The belching observed in some patients most
likely represents oesophagopharyngeal venting of
this retained air.
A small drop in oesophageal pH occurred in
association with gas reflux in the normal subjects. No
such events were observed in the achalasic patients.
Whilst it is possible that retained secretions or food in
some patients may have prevented any pH change
associated with gas reflux,x the lack of any transient
LOSRs or manometric correlates of gas reflux argues
against any gas GOR having occurred undetected.
Previous observations on the neural defect in
achalasia suggests two possible sites of interruption
to the proposed neural reflex arc mediating LOSRs
induced by gastric distension. More likely is disruption of the intrinsic inhibitory nerves mediating LOS
relaxation in response to swallowing, these nerves
possibly representing the final common pathway for
LOS inhibition induced by several stimuli. The
disruption, however, could be at the level of the vagal
nerves. Athough conflicting, there is some evidence
suggesting that the vagal innervation of the oesophagus and stomach is impaired in achalasia,"912' This
impairment could interrupt either the transmission of
afferent impulses from the gastric mechanoreceptors
to the brainstem, or the efferent supply to the
intrinsic inhibitory nerves. Any demonstrable vagal
damage, however, has only been partial or patchy
and seem unlikely to account for the virtual absence
of LOSRs in achalasia patients.
Some workers have pursued a mechanical
approach to the question of the effect of gastric
distension on LOS pressure and competence.2224 On
the basis of studies with in vitro models of sphincter
function, they have proposed that gastric distension
effaces the sphincter segment reducing its length and
intrinsic pressure thereby producing incompetence.
These models do not mimic adequately the physiologic properties of this region. First, the profile of
'gastric' pressure tested in these models does not
resemble that seen in real life GOR. Second, the
models do not take into account reflex LOS inhibition which is of paramount importance in normal and
disordered transsphincteric flow. Such observations,
made under highly artificial conditions, are not
supported by our current observations nor previous
findings.' 7
In summary we have shown that patients with
achalasia do not manifest transient LOSRs in
response to gaseous gastric distension. Of broader
importance is that this finding supports the notion
that LOSRs triggered by gastric distension are
neurally mediated. More detailed characterisation of
the neural pathways involved may have important
implications for the treatment of GOR disease.

Selective disruption of the neural mechanisms underlying LOSRs may allow for the control of pathological reflux whilst leaving normal LOS function
intact.
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